Graduation Planner at a Glance

STAY ON YOUR PATH AND GRADUATE ON TIME!

Create a personalized term-by-term plan that include all the courses from a program or from multiple programs.

Graduation Planner is a dynamic academic planning tool that uses the most up-to-date information available, including transfer and in-progress courses, from the student record system.

- Access Graduation Planner in the Minnesota State Student Planner through your Student eServices account on any device connected to the internet.
- Allows students and advisors to create a guided path to graduation.
- Use drag and drop functionality to create and edit plans.
- Planned courses are verified against the degree audit to ensure they meet program requirements.
- Students and advisors have access to the same information in the same application.
- Courses from a Preferred Plan can be pushed directly into Schedule Builder.

It only takes a few steps to create a plan that helps you stay on track to complete all your program requirements.